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We all met at Heathrow on Thursday for our flight to Montreal, a full team of 3 men and 3 women.  It was obvious on arrival that this was going to be a hot and humid event as we were transported in air-conditioned cars to our hotel in Drummondville.  I had expected it hot as my neighbour who was looking after our dogs had relatives close by and was keeping a check on the weather.  The five-hour difference in time made for a late dinner and bed in terms of British times. 

Friday morning we walked the 2.2km course, it was the most undulating 24-hour course I had ever seen, not a problem and exactly to my liking as I never train on the flat.  It was a pleasant route starting in Woodyatt Park and running over two bridges over a very wide river.  The crew had a gazebo type tent for supporting the athletes, just one per delegation.  Toilets were right on the course and several of them, which was nice to see.  The good news was there was none of the tight corners and narrow courses that I had seen in previous years and was really excited to see everything was too my liking.  My training had gone to perfection, was peaking at just the right time and was confident of a good run.  The weather conditions were likely to slow the final distances but I had been through some good heat conditioning with the Libyan Challenge earlier in the year and so thought I was well prepared. 

Next was a team meeting, (there were a few issues with the cost of the hotel) some shopping in the local supermarket followed by lunch in our room with food we had brought.  Then it was off to the opening ceremony, the usual affair standing around in the hot sun but it was good to meet up with the many international friends I had made over the years.  After a parade to a marquee in the park it was time for speeches and a swift decision on management part to get us back to the hotel for a meal and time to prepare our stuff, there was little time for relaxing and contemplating the task ahead.

Saturday we again decided to have breakfast in our room, I had my porridge brought from home and we relaxed until Mid-day when we had to checkout to go to the race.  Eating a little more as the morning progressed and mixed my drinks ready for the afternoon.  The race start was at 2pm and the only change was a reversal of the route we had walked, just to ease congestion over the smaller bridge at the start – not a problem it was still the same course.  Numbers and championchips were allocated and were surprised at the size of the ankle band with the championchip.  We tried to rest and drink in the shade until the start.

It was around 31 degrees and 90% humidity when the gun went off, I started near to the front as did not want to get stuck in the crowds and get tripped, the British men were with me.  I had planned on no faster than 12 minutes per lap for the first 4 hours, but if it was slower then I would not speed up, this made for around 5 laps an hour and around 11km.  The first lap was 30 seconds too fast as was the second, but managed to get it spot on for the third lap and just settled into the pace.  For the next 4 hours I was exactly on pace and it felt very easy, I had my doubts that the course was 2.2km as I really felt the pace was so slow.  

We had not finished the first hour when the heavy rain showers came, not too cooling as the temperature only dropped to 29 degrees and I hate getting my feet wet.  After 2 hours I was informed I was 12th lady but was shocked to find out that after 4 hours I was now 6th, I had not expected to move up so quickly but it was obvious a few athletes were struggling with the conditions.  The rain had stopped after 4 hours and just a few puddles that were easy to avoid.  Andy Smith was supporting me (he was supporting Chris as well), as he knew me very well from his previous outings with me on the Flora 1000 Mile Challenge and LEJOG.  I had great confidence in his supporting and did everything that Bill would normally do, considering he had two of us to look after I thought there would have to be compromises at some stage but he was there every single lap and would never had guessed he had some else to crew for.

I had started on my food now and usually start with boiled potatoes, Andy had done his duties here and cooked several foods for the athletes on the morning of the race, but instead of being given the kitchen that had been negotiated he had to use a microwave in his hotel room, microwaved boiled potatoes are just not the same.  I got given one very chewy potato that was hard to eat and gave up, thinking it may have been an “off potato” I tried another, just the same, no problem I had plenty of other foods to eat.  Custard and nutri-grain were the next foods consumed.

On by six hours and was having a couple of problems, one that had been aggravating me for some time and another more suddenly that was more worrying.  My big championchip strap was bruising the tendon on the front of my left leg and was feeling very tender, I also knew I had my first blister from having wet shoes and the weather was now looking very dry.  I asked Andy to prepare shoes, a pin and a pain relief patch.  This was a simple procedure, shoes off, burst blister, apply patch to tendon, dry socks and shoes and off again.  While doing this I explained my second problem to Andy, I had been getting a mild chest pain from the front to back of my chest, very central where my heart is, it was staying stable but not going away and had never experienced this before, I asked for a second opinion as I had assumed there would be a doctor at the event.  

My feet were much more comfortable now and really liked having dry feet again, I had lost a few places in the 10 minutes this probably took but felt it well worth the effort.  It soon got dark and do not think it was even 9pm.  The course was well lit and did not cause any problems.  Andy frequently asked me about the pain making sure it wasn’t getting worse but did have to come in a second time to change the strap on the championchip to my own narrow one as this was still a minor problem, the thinner strap did the trick and could now forget about that problem and get on with the race.

Although the weather was still mild (around 22 degrees after 8 hours at 10pm) I was drinking well, alternate sports drink and water for the first 4 hours and then switched to my usual alternate milkshake and water which I stick with for most of the race.  Everything was feeling comfortable now apart from the pain in my chest, which was still persisting but had put to the back of my mind (a bit like a blister, you know you have got it but forget it is there).  I tried my only new food in this race – baby food, it had tasted absolutely disgusting when not in the race but was just the right consistency and size jar, it went down surprisingly well and was just the kind of tasteless stuff I needed in the race.

On by 9 hours and I was becoming increasingly aware of the chest pain, I could not say it was getting worse but it was certainly invading my focus and did not like it, I was also becoming quite “light-headed” and made Andy aware of the situation, I really needed a doctor to reassure me that everything was ok or just explain what my symptoms were. I requested a second opinion again as all was not well, I was also aware that my pace was dropping significantly.  I was not asked to come in and rest, but equally so I had not wanted to stop – I only wanted checking and did not feel that sitting down was going to cure the problem, this was the world championships and time was distance.  I continued on and remember going over the long uphill bridge at the far side and really feeling dizzy and didn’t think I was running in a straight line as I nearly ran into a cone, I now did need to sit down – or lay down very quickly, after the bridge the road widened with grass verges, I turned the corner off the bridge and saw a bench, ideal, I headed to it but obviously never made it.  

The next thing I remember was like in a dream with car lights in the distance and mumbling of voices.  I was being rolled onto a stretcher and Andy was there, into the back of a van and the medical tent at the park.  I had my pulse taken and blood pressure taken and the medic said he had no equipment for testing my chest pain.  I started getting cold and Andy fetched Val (Pauline’s friend) to dress me, I even felt dizzy just sitting up to get dressed.  Nothing seemed to happen and just lay there in shock that this was the end of my medal attempt, I really could not believe that this had happened to me and was still very unsure of exactly what had gone wrong, even laying there I still had my chest pain, it was not going away.

Eventually I was told a taxi was coming to take me to the hotel, I just did as was told.  As soon as I got up I was feeling quite groggy and light-headed again, someone supported me either side as I walked to the taxi, I never made it and got stretchered back to the medical tent again.  Next thing I remember was Ann Wilson (team official) being there and the medic suggesting I need hospital treatment, I had already seen two athletes get taken away in ambulances.  I am not sure who Ann was talking to but remember Ann saying we should follow the doctor’s advice only for the medic to reply he was not a doctor – another big shock, I was not even being seen to by a doctor!!  I would have thought it compulsory for a doctor to be in attendance at such a big event in such conditions.  Walter then appeared (team manager) and said I should go to hospital, yes please, I really did not like this chest pain and wanted it checking out by a doctor.

An ambulance arrived and was finally taken to hospital, (I guess around 3-4am); I was wired up for ECG and blood taken.  ECG was very abnormal showing signs of fibrillations.  The doctor came after the blood test results came through with the blood showing very high Creatine Kinase (indicator for muscle damage – heart and skeletal muscle) very high Potassium and very low Sodium (levels were at 3000 compared to normal level of 10).  The doctor was surprised that I had not gone into kidney failure.  But the answer I had been looking for was there – I had lost too much sodium, large imbalance created problems in the muscles resulting in erratic heart function and chest pains leading to light-headedness and eventual collapse.  Very easily solved – given sodium drip, blood tests 3 hours later to assess blood levels.  

At 8am blood tests done and results normal, a change of doctors overnight meant that the releasing doctor was not happy to release me because of the heart irregularities and decided on taking another ECG and getting a heart specialist to see me.  The high Creatine Kinase can indicate heart damage as well as muscle damage and is rather a grey area to identify was the explanation, it was obvious there would be muscle damage due to running over 9 hours on an undulating course.  This did not take long and was cleared for release around 10am.  My chest pain had also gone.

Ann took me back to the hotel in a taxi and got me checked in.  I was not allowed to collect my kit bag that was at the event so really only had what I was stood in.  I felt tired and rested for a couple of hours and finally had a shower.  There was still an hour to go until the finish of the race and in some ways really wanted to be at the event but hardly dare walk there – it was probably a couple of miles to walk, but I rested and tried to put what happened into context.  

I have never in my history had any signs of salt imbalance, never had muscle cramps or nausea which is what I thought the first signs would be.  I had often been asked about salt intake as many athletes do take electrolyte supplements, but as I had never experienced problems I could not see the reason for taking them as would probably upset my balance.  I have run more hot races at ultra distance than cold races.  I have run 100km and 24 hours in Taiwan, Japan, all very hot and very humid, even this year the Libyan Challenge was hotter and longer so am completely shocked by the whole episode, I could just not have foreseen such a problem and with such dramatic consequences.  In Libya this year salt tablets were part of the compulsory kit, initially I could not find any in the Chemists or Health Food Shops and had consulted doctor for a supply.  My doctor initially didn’t want to dispense any as could not advise taking them, when I explained they were compulsory kit and didn’t think I would even take them I was given them.

The team eventually arrived back around 6pm, distances in general were quite poor but the conditions had dictated this, the temperature had got up to 35 degrees on the second day and the fact that all the other 5 members finished in such conditions is a credit to them.  I felt disappointed that I had let my team down, but on looking at the results, had I achieved my planned distance we would not have got a team medal.  After a meal it was bed and the long trip home the next day.  At home my weight was over 5lb heavier than leaving – a result of lack of sodium that had made my body swell up (all returned to normal by the Friday).

Aftermath – my plans for the rest of the year will have to change – I need to run another 24 hour race this year now, I will not go to the Spartathlon as planned for the last week in September (was having major concerns at this with the smog related issues in Athens that have been on TV and first part has to run out through traffic, wasn’t sure my asthma would let me) and instead will run the only other 24 hour race left in this country this year – Tooting Bec in London the first weekend in October.  Other plans to change are not my doing – my planned world record attempt at 6 days in Colac, Australia in November has been cancelled by the organisers again but in replacement there is a 6 day race for exactly the same dates in Monaco, not such a nice course but will make my debut and world record attempt there instead. I will be back!!



Results

Men						British Men

1	Sekia		JPN	263.5km	14	Jim Rogers	226.5km
2	Magroun	FRA	257.0km	23	Chris Finill	211.2km
3	Otaki		JPN	253.8km	25	John Pares	210.8km

Women					British Women

1	Kalinina	RUS	236.8km	16	Sandra Brown	192.7km
2	Bec		FRA	233.1km	35	Pauline Walker 160.7km
3	Eremina	RUS	230.2km	50	Sharon Gayter	92.2km	

